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 The following article analysis the necessity of improvement in the 
management accounting and costing calculation system, by introducing 
the standard – costing method, namely the unique standard – costing 
method in brewing industry. One may notice that it is necessary and it is 
required within the accounting area to adopt some budgetary, collecting 
and repartition systems, methods and techniques for all production and 
costing calculation expenses which will create a better operability but 
also simplicity and it will also create savings and forecasting, and it will 
be the result of the current real situation’s analysis. The method offers 
incontestable advantages in studying and operatively analyzing 
production’s efficiency, accomplishing a very important function for 
administrating the modern company, namely the one of investigation and 
forecasting tool, very precious in taking decisions.  
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 Beer production belongs to the manufacturing industries, more 
precisely to the fermentative ones, because the main transformation of raw 
material is the result of alcoholic fermentation. Beer cannot be defined as 
an alcoholic drink which results from the alcoholic fermentation of the wort 
brewer’s malt boiled with hops. 
 Knowing the calculation methods of the production costs, which is 
applied currently in the beer industry is very important because cost 
calculation represents the economic way which characterize from the value 
point of view the production process of the company. The calculation 
model of the production costs must reflect almost entirely the reality and it 
must show the informational flow of the production expenses in order to 
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accomplish the regulation process and the control process of those 
expenses, based upon the decisions taken by the administration.  

The standard cost method belongs to the class of the forecasting 
calculation methods and to the ones of operative pursuit of the production 
process making possible the determination of the production costs 
anticipated comparing with the beginning of the production process and the 
realization of the budgetary costs control by determining the effective 
costs’ variations from the pre- established ones in types of variations and 
causes, in the same time with the development of the production process.  
In this way, it gives real advantages concerning an operative study and 
analysis of the production’s efficiency, being able to accomplish a very 
important function for managing a modern company, namely the 
investigation one and the provision one, becoming also a very precious way 
in taking decisions.  

The direct production costs (raw material and direct materials, direct 
salaries, contribution regarding insurances and social protection and other 
direct expenses) are anticipatory determined on the grounds of technical 
documentation and imposed conditions by the manufacturing process and 
they are called “standards”.  In order to register the indirect expenses 
(common expenses of the department, administration general expenses, and 
bargain sale expenses)  the “expenses budgets” are drawn up being a kind 
of measurements standards or comparison standards with the effective 
production expenses.  
 Within the beer production technologic process the direct expenses 
are represented by: the price of wort brewer’s malt, hops, water, barm used 
as raw material, the expenses with the consumed energy for this process, 
the basic salaries of the direct productive workers calculated for the 
provided work within the production, etc.  
 The indirect expenses are those which take part in the execution of 
several products, activities, as calculation objects within a workshop or a 
department or even the company in its totality, and that is why the indirect 
expenses are also called common expenses. Thus, the mechanic workshop 
for reparation and maintenance provides services both for the machines and 
the facilities from the boiling department, fermentation and conditioning 
and for the ones from the bottling department. These expenses cannot be 
identified as a specific calculation object when there are made and by 
consequence they cannot be included directly in their cost, but indirectly by 
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repartition (imputation) on the grounds of some conventional criteria, after 
being first collected by costs centers which made them possible. Within 
brewing production units, such centers are: the mechanic workshop for 
maintenance and reparation, the thermal power station, the frigorific 
facility, the water facility. 
 The real cost of the manufactured product is considered the 
standard cost (pre- established in a scientific way, by calculations, taking 
into account the concrete manufacturing conditions). This cost is used in 
determining the selling price and any deviation from it is considered a 
deviation from the normal manufacturing conditions. Deviations do not 
influence the price of the product but they are reflected over the result of 
the activity (namely the profit) 
 The main procedures that the application of the standard-cost 
method consisted in issuing the standard calculations on the product, the 
calculation, the pursuit, the analysis and the deviations report of the 
effective costs from the standard ones for executing the budgetary control; 
the organization of the management accounting applying the standard –cost 
method1. 
 In order to issue the standard calculations per product, the 
followings workings are required: issuing the standards for the direct 
expenses, fact which involves issuing the quantitative material and man 
work standards and also the valoric standards regarding the supply standard 
prices and the standard payments taxes; issuing the standards for indirect 
expenses or administration ones, which involve the execution of the 
following works: drawing up the budget for the indirect production or 
administration expenses of the department, on one side, and drawing up the 
budget for the general administration  of the company and finally,  issuing 
the calculations regarding the unitary standard cost per product or the 
budget of the unitary cost within the calculation articles’ structure specific 
to the that company.  
 Issuing the standards regarding the production costs involves the 
determination of the types and of the standard production volume, which 
has to determine the best way of using the production capacity from the 
companies within brewing industry.  
 Calculation, pursuit, analysis and reports of effective costs’ 
deviation from the standard ones are made operatively (daily, weekly, 
every ten days, etc) per expenses places, per calculation articles and per 
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causes (if there is the case, even per products or per their components) for 
executing the budgetary control of the costs and for adopting the decisions 
regarding the management of the valoric side of the production process.  
 For this purpose reports are made or situations for deviations within 
the above-mentioned structure, and by centralizing them the report is 
obtained or the situation of the deviations per company.  
 Applying the cost- standard method have the advantage of 
rationalizing the calculation work, because the unitary standard cost 
anticipatory determined is considered real cost and by consequence one has 
not to calculate anymore the effective cost of the finished production and of 
the production to be executed at the end of every management period, and 
the deviations are considered as normal deviations and are taking into 
account in the financial results of the company. The end production and the 
one to be executed can be discounted at the standard cost.  
 This particularity doesn’t remove the possibility of calculating the 
effective unitary costs at some periods of time, by assigning the deviations 
over the finished product and over the production to be executed according 
to several conventional criteria, such as, for example reporting them to that 
particular production standard costs.   
 Another advantage of the standard cost method is that of using the 
classification of production expenses in variables and fixed, although it is 
based upon the total costs concept using the classification of production 
expenses in indirect  and direct ones, fact which makes possible cost 
analysis compared with production volume and the calculation of some 
indicators specific to the direct-costing method, namely the balance point, 
the point of the optimum activity, the covering agent, the coefficient and 
the safety interval, necessary all for taking scientific based decisions.  
 By consequence, with this method one can perform an operative 
control of the way in which material and working resources are consumed 
by a distinctive, permanent and a complete survey of the deviations along 
the activity and not at the end of the management period as it is the classic 
methods, both in operative evidence and in accounting, globally and with 
all causes, since the beginning  (the identification) until repartition over 
financial results.  
 The basic feature of the costing- standard method relies in the 
existence of an adequate framework to the operative comparisons between 
effective expenses and the pre-determined ones, taken as a reference basis. 
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Applying the costing – standard method, in the standard- unique costing 
form, leads to the increment of the practical value of the accounting data, 
namely to the improvement of the economic activity’ organizing.  The 
consequences are a better organization of the costing budgets and also a 
better determination of some reference values, which express better the 
normal activity conditions of the companies from brewing industry. The 
management based on some predetermined measures, such as standard 
costs, corresponds to the administration method’s principle based upon 
objectives and gives the accounting a major1 importance providing it useful 
data to the decisions and to the corrective measures.  
 By consequence accounting becomes, at the level of brewing 
industry companies, a very useful management tool, for administrating the 
company, because its main mission is not anymore that of determining the 
production cost, but of controlling it, if it has been previously determined 
and respected by the responsible for the activity departments.  Thus, the 
management accounting may realize the control of the framework within 
the provisions from the budget and it may offer operative information over 
the production expenses level.  
 Applying the standard–costing methods intends to increase the 
importance of production costs for accomplishing the determined 
objectives, for a better administration of the company. The main purpose of 
such a calculation is to provide operatively the necessary information for 
budgeting, evaluating, coordinating and controlling the company’s activity.  

Taking into account the importance and the place of the accounting 
information within the modern administration, the standard-costing 
method‘s implementation gives an efficiency character, determined by the 
valuation degree within the preparation process and the decisional process 
for the corrective measures.  

More than ever, production costs’ standardization must rely upon 
quantitative and valoric standards, scientifically determined with a 
technical – economical motivation. It is necessary because the effective 
expenses’ deviations from the standard ones, determined concomitantly 
with the development of the production process, have a bigger importance 
than the deviations calculated at the end of the management period, leading 
in most of the cases at latish decisions, or bigger than the effective isolated 
data, which shows only what has been done but not how it has been done.  
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They require absolutely the operative determination of the causes, 
because these are the essential elements in taking the decisions and the 
future actions for correcting the deviations in realizing the determined 
objectives for improving the activity. But, in order to increase the 
importance of management accounting, the data about the deviations has to 
be presented to the interested authorities in a suggestive form, so that 
authorities can take operatively the corrective measures.  

As a necessary premise for introducing in practice the standard – 
costing method, except the existence of a system, which includes all 
necessary scientific standards, is also the existence of very good operative 
techniques of production programming. This thing involves the existence at 
a corresponding level of the organization of an advanced degree of 
knowledge and mention of the production technologic and economic agents 
for all the products and especially for new products and technologies.  

A good organization of the primary documentation regarding the 
evidence of production expenses and costing calculation as well as the 
corresponding organization of mentioning all the deviations from the 
standards, are also necessary premises for adopting this management 
accounting and costing calculation method. 

As a conclusion, we do believe that taking and introducing, in the 
companies within brewing industry, the standard – costing method, the 
unique standard – costing one, responds to the necessities of increasing the 
utility degree of information regarding the internal activity and it becomes 
integrated in the modern conception of administrating based upon 
objectives, a continuous improvement for using costing in guiding 
production and in making the economic management stronger.  
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